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Abstract - In this paper we dedicate to the topic of aspect ranking as it does
automatic ranking of products. Every product has many and different kinds of
aspects and all these aspects are used for ranking of products. Initially
identification of product aspects are done and then it proceed towards aspects
sentiment classification and finally the ranking of products based on aspects
are done. This paper includes methodology overview, implementation
approach of different modules.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays there is rapid expansion of e-commerce. Because, many shopping
site has indexed more than billions of products. Amazon archives a total of more
than 36 million products. Shoppers records many products from over 3,000
merchants. So many websites inspires consumers to write opinion so that they
can express their views on various aspects of products such as usability,
efficiency regarding many factors. In this, aspect also called as feature which
refers to different attributes of a product. In general, a product may have number
of aspects. So, in identification of important aspects of product it will improve
the variability of reviews and is beneficial for consumers as well as respective
firm. So that consumers can easily go for good purchasing decision by paying
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attentions to the important aspects, along with that firms can take care of quality
improvement of aspects and thus product reputation will be enhance. However,
it is difficult for people to manually go for identification of the important
aspects of products from reviews. Therefore, there is a need of automatic
identification of important aspects and that is highly demanded. Huge
collections of consumer reviews are available on the Web which expresses
various opinions on multiple aspects of products. The important reviews are not
in proper order and hence it creates the problem in knowledge acquisition.
Paper is organized as follows. Section II describes methodology overview along
with tools and techniques related to product aspect ranking. Section III presents
implementation approach which includes screenshots along with explanation.
Finally, Section IV presents conclusion.
II.
RELATED WORK
Methodology overview includes major steps to be followed and studied in the
practical study of this research are Aspect Ranking Framework, Standford
Parser, Probabilistic Ranking Algorithm, Sentiment Classification. The major
steps to be implemented in the practical study of this research are as follows:
1) Front end
Tool – Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
Language – asp.net.
2) Back end
Language – c#.net
Tool - Microsoft Visual Studio
Database – SQL Server 2008 R2.
A. Microsoft Visual Studio 2010
Microsoft Visual Studio is an development environment available by Microsoft.
It is basically used to develop different kinds of computer programs for
Microsoft Windows, along with that for web sites, web applications and
different web services. It can produce both native code and managed code. The
integrated debugger works as both source-level debugger also machine-level
debugger depending upon application. Other built-in tools include a forms
designer for building GUI applications, web designer, class designer, and
database schema designer.
B. ASP.net
ASP.NET is an openly available server-side web application framework which
is designed for Web development so as to produce web pages which are
dynamic in nature. It was developed by Microsoft so as to allow programmers
to build dynamic web sites instead of static one. It can also used for web
applications and web services.
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C. SQL SERVER 2008 R2
Microsoft SQL Server is database management system which includes relational
schema and it is developed by Microsoft. If the database server is considered
then in that case, it is a software product which includes storage and retrieval of
data as requested by other available applications which may run either on the
same computer or on another computer across a network.
D. C#.Net
C# is object-oriented language which allows developers to build different kind
of applications which are secure and robust that runs on the .NET Framework.
We can use C# so as to create Windows client applications. Also many more
things like XML Web services, distributed components, client-server
applications, database applications are created with the help of it.
III.
IMPLEMENTATION
For implementation purpose complete web application is developed with the
help of above mentioned tools and techniques. For front end purpose of web
application visual studio 2010 is used and asp.net is used for front end coding.
On the similar lines for back end purpose c#.net is used for development and
database is stored in sql server 2008 r2.
Screenshots of the web application are mentioned below.

Fig 1. Microsoft Visual Web Developer 2010 Express Page
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Fig 2. SQL Server 2008 R2 Management Studio Page

Fig 3. admin.master file page
Admin.master file includes all admin related details and functionalities. It includes
functionalities which admin can perform such as adding different products to the system
database. Also admin can view the product details.

Fig 4. admin.master.cs file page
admin.master.cs file includes c#.net code for admin.master file which is used for database.
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Fig 5. home.aspx file page
This is home.aspx file which includes asp.net code for front end purpose. It contains all
front end related activities for home page.

Fig 6. home.aspx.cs file page
This is home.aspx.cs file which includes c#.net code for back end purpose. It contains all
back end related activities for home page.

Fig 7. main.master file page
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Fig 8. main.master.cs file page

Fig 8. Web Configuration file Page

Fig. 9 System Home Page
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Fig. 10 Add product aspect review Page

Fig. 11 Product Aspect Review Page

Fig. 12 Product Analysis Page
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Fig. 13 Product Specification Page

IV.
CONCLUSION
It proposes a framework to identify the important aspects of a product from
online consumer reviews. And from that aspect ranking algorithm is developed
to identify the important aspects by simultaneously considering the aspect
frequency. Further, apply the ranking results to the application of sentiment
classification. Based on this assumption, we tried to develop an aspect ranking
algorithm which identifies the important aspects by concurrently considering the
aspect frequency and the pressure of consumers’ opinions given to each aspect
on their overall opinions. And gives the ranking of products based on different
aspects.
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